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Upward Change
Change is probably one of the most telling signs of growth. It cannot be
avoided, it can only be expected. In Swiber, we have had our share of
changes since we were incorporated in 2006 and these were necessary
moves that helped build the Swiber brand to where it is now.
The latest major change to take place invloves the company name change
for our Offshore Marine Services: from Kreuz its new name is now,
Newcruz.  The Kreuz brand will be retained by the Offshore Subsea
Services: “Kreuz Holdings Pte Ltd” and its subsidiary companies.
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I am confident that our Subsea Services Division will continue to uphold
the Kreuz brand and further take it to new heights, even as Newcruz
continues to provide a comprehensive fleet of vessels that are centered
on safety, reliability, and cost-effectiveness.
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The name change reinforces and reflects
Swiber’s long-term strategy to advance its
global presence, and more closely align and
strengthen the identity of each of its operating
divisions: Swiber Offshore Construction Services, Newcruz Offshore Marine Services, Kreuz
Offshore Subsea
Services and Equatorial Offshore Development
Services.

“IT’S GREAT TO BE...”
		

The Kreuz brand has been in place for over three years now and I would
like to take this time to credit NOMS President & CEO Mr. Darren Yeo for
being the man behind the success of this strategic business unit and for
building up the Kreuz name in the offshore marine sector. The business is
widely recognized by customers, stakeholders, and other industry
participants.  The continued expansion of its marine fleet complements
and supports our offshore construction and diving services, putting us in a
strong position to execute our current order book and to confidently
tender for new contracts. Over the years, it has steadily advanced its
management, operational, and technical capabilities to become a leading
provider of services to the offshore marine industry.

29 Jahidul Hassan
Ferdie Lopez
Claudette Estabillo		
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Sir Winston Churchill once said: “There is nothing wrong with change, if it
is in the right direction.” Let us embrace this change and help steer Swiber
on a successful journey towards a bright future.

Editor in Chief: Rizza Echarri
Staff:               Carlo Siador
              Michelle Magtibay
              Francisco Nguyen
Adviser:

Mr.  Rick Pursell

Raymond Goh
Executive Chairman and Group CEO

Newcruz International

NEW
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NEWCRUZ

Newcruz Launch
17 May 2010,
IBP and Tuas

A change has unfolded in Swiber.  For weeks past, all
Swiberites were beset with curiousity as a barrage of
teasers about the impending change were sent via
email and shown in the Swiber TV.  
On 17 May 2010, this positive change was finally unveiled - the offshore marine support services division known as Kreuz International Pte Ltd is renamed  
Newcruz Pte Ltd.
Launching ceremonies were held separately at the
headquarters at IBP in the morning followed by another one held at Newcruz Shipyard in Tuas.  
Executive Chairman and Group CEO Mr. Raymond
Goh talked about the importance of branding citing
the recently published Singapore’s Top 100 Brands
where Swiber placed 62nd.   No mean feat for a company as young as Swiber and Mr. Goh graciously recognized the employees for building the Swiber brand.

Exec Chairman and Grp CEO Mr. Goh at the
headquarters launch

Newcruz President and CEO Mr. Yeo addressing the Newcruz team

FLEET LIST
as of May 2010

S/N VESSEL NAME 		
Subsea Operations Vessel
•

“Newcruz Offshore Marine Services has been
growing steadily not only in the number of vessels in
our fleet but now it is also poised to grow
geographically. Swiber Else-Marie has now reached
Europe in Netherlands and Rotterdam and Swiber
Torunn is currently in New Zealand.”
- Mr. Darren Yeo, Newcruz President and CEO

Swiber Atlantis (DP2)

Anchor Handling Tug
Training Mngr Kelly presenting the changes
to be implemented

Swiberites at the Headquarters auditorium

•
•
•
•
•
•

Swiber Explorer
Swiber Navigator
Swiber Singapore
Swiber Gallant
Swiber Valiant
Swiber Samson

Anchor Handling Tug / Supply

Mr. Goh at the Newcruz Shipyard launch

Mr. Yeo at the Newcruz Shipyard launch

The rebranding is brought about by the planned IPO
listing of Kreuz Subsea Services division.  It will now
be recognized as an independent company even as
it remains in the Corporate structure of Swiber Holdings. Kreuz Subsea is now being given the mandate to
take the Kreuz brand even higher.
A common mispronounciation of Kreuz [kroyts] (German for cross), to “cruz” has inspired Mr. Goh to just
use this second pronounciation in the renaming of
Kreuz.  And as to further avoid confusion with the latter, he added the word “new” in front of cruz to make
the clear distinction.  Thus, NEWCRUZ was born.

Newcruz International is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Swiber.  Its services include
extensive marine offshore services, yard
facilities witha a comprehensive and
groving capability for ship repair, conversion and construction and a widening
range of engineering design, fabrication
and offshore engineering services.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Swiber Ada
Swiber Torunn
Swiber Sandefjord
Swiber Oslo
Swiwar Challenger
Swiwar Venturer
Swiwar Victor
Swiber Trader
Swiber Else-Marie
Swiber Anne-Christine
Swiwar Crusader
Swiber Mary-Anne

Towing Tug

Corp. Comms Exec. Rizza at the Newcruz
Shipyard launch served as emcee

Newcruz Shipyard staff

•
•
•
•
•

Swiber Charlton
Swiber Captain
Swiber Eagle
Swiber Pelican
Swiber Raven

Utility Vessel
•

Swiber 99

Flat Top Cargo Barge

Newcruz Gen. Manager Mr. Church addressing his team

Newcruz staff modelled the new uniforms

More poses from the models

Refreshments after the launch

“Life here in the shipyard is in a constant change. I
ask that you embrace change and support it.”
- Mr. Stephen Church, General Manager
Newcruz Shipyard

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Swiber 123
Swiber 251
Swiber 252
Swiber 253
Swiber 254
Swiber 255
Swiber 282
Swiber 283
Kreuz 231
Kreuz 232
Kreuz 241
Kreuz 281
Kreuz 282
Kreuz 283
Kreuz 284
Kreuz 331
Kreuz 332
Zeus 231
Zeus232

Swiber AGM
30 April 2010, Swiber Headquarters
Resolutions that were passed among others:

The Annual General meeting
was held on 30 April 2010 at the
headquarters of Swiber Holdings
Limited.  All the resolutions set
out in the
Notice of Annual General Meeting
dated 15 April 2010 were duly
approved and passed by the
shareholders.

• To receive and adopt the Directors’ Report and Audited Accounts of
the Company for the year ended 31 December 2009 together with the
Auditors’ Report thereon.
• To re-elect the following Directors retiring pursuant to Articles 93
and 99 of the Articles of Association of the Company

•
•

•

What is an AGM?
An annual general meeting (commonly
abbreviated as AGM, also known as the
annual meeting) is a meeting that
official bodies, and associations
involving the public (including
companies with shareholders), are often
required by law (or the
constitution, charter, by-laws etc.
governing the body) to hold. An AGM
is held every year to elect the Board of
Directors and inform their members of
previous and future activities.
It is an opportunity for the shareholders
and partners to receive copies of the
company’s accounts as well as reviewing fiscal information for the past year
and asking any questions regarding the
directions the business will take in the
future.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mr Francis Wong Chin Sing will, upon re-election as a Director of the Company, remain as a member of the Audit
Committee.
Mr Oon Thian Seng will, upon re-election as a Director
of the Company, remain as the Chairman of Nominating
Committee and member of the Audit and Remuneration
Committees and will be considered independent for the
purposes of Rule 704(8) of the Listing Manual of the Singapore Exchange Securities Trading Limited.
Mr Chia Fook Eng will, upon re-election as a Director of
the Company, remain as a member of the Audit, Nominating and Remuneration Committees and will be considered
independent for the purposes of Rule 704(8) of the Listing
Manual of the Singapore Exchange Securities Trading
Limited.

To re-appoint Messrs Deloitte & Touche LLP as the Company’s Auditors and to authorise the Directors to fix their remuneration.
To transact any other ordinary business which may properly be
transacted at an Annual General Meeting.
Authority to allot and issue shares up to fifty percent. (50%) of issued capital
The Proposed Renewal of the Share Buy-back Mandate
Placement of Shares under the Share Issue Mandate at not more than
20% Discount
Authority to grant options and issue shares under the Swiber
Employee Share Option Scheme
Authority to allot and issue shares under Swiber Performance Share

For the complete Resolutions, download from  
http://swiber.listedcompany.com/news.html/
id/205679

Swiber Board of Directors

4Q ‘09 Analysts Brief
SWIBER ACHIEVES NET PROFIT
OF US$39.0 MILLION ON
REVENUE OF US$393.4M

headcount and general administrative expenses to support
Swiber’s expansion during the year.  The Group maintained a
strong balance sheet with a healthy cash position of US$83.2
million and reduced gearing. Net debt to equity stood at 0.8
times as at December 31, 2009 as compared to 1.0 times as at
December 31, 2008.

- Expansion of vessel fleet and diving division as part of
ongoing strategy to further strengthen in-house
capabilities and operational efficiencies
- Demand for Engineering Procurement Construction
tInstallation and Commissioning “EPCIC” work to remain
positive in the next term

Swiber’s basic earnings per share, based on its FY2009 results,
was 7.40 US cents from 9.19 US cents in FY2008, while net
asset value per share rose to 58.89 US cents as at December
31, 2009, from 48.85 US cents in the same corresponding
period.
Growth Strategies & Outlook
With stabilisation of oil prices in the recent quarters, Swiber
believes that the offshore oil and gas activities in the Asia
Pacific and the Middle East will remain positive in the near term.

Press Release: 1 March 2010

Swiber reported that it has achieved a net profit of US$39.0
million in FY2009, despite last year being a challenging year for
the offshore oil and gas industry.
Both gross and net profit margin remained relatively stable at
14.3% and 9.9%, respectively in FY2009 as compared to 15.0%
and 9.2%, respectively in FY2008.
The Group reported a marginal 1.3% decline in net profit in
FY2009 to US$39.0 million from US$39.5 million in FY2008,
notwithstanding an 8.2% decline in revenue to US$393.4 million for the same period, mainly resulted from executing less
EPCIC projects as compared to FY2008.
In achieving FY2009 profit, the Group recorded US$4.5 million
of mark to market financial derivative loss; a non cash item
and US$2.4 million of one-time issuance costs write off of the
US$100 million Convertible Bond issuance. Excluding these
items, the Group would have achieved a 16.2% increase in
net profit to US$45.9 million and net profit margin of 11.7%
in FY2009.

Correspondingly, losses after tax for 4QFY2009 improved by
24.8% or US$2.8 million to US$8.5 million from a net loss of
US$11.3 million in 4QFY2008.
Said Mr. Raymond Goh, Executive Chairman and Group
CEO of Swiber, “We have held up well despite 2009 being a
challenging year for the offshore oil and gas industry.
During the 1HFY2009, the Group secured small contract wins
totaling approximately US$163 million. In line with the
stabilisation of oil prices and renewed confidence from
oil companies during the 2HFY2009, we secured offshore
contracts totaling over US$315 million in Q4FY2009,
thereby further boosting our order book. Subsequent to the
year end, together with our consortium partners, we were
further awarded US$306 million worth of EPCIC projects.

“During the year, we continued to
enhance our strong expertise and
capability in providing a fully integrated
service to offshore oil and gas operators.
The expansion of our fleet and diving
division through our subsidiary, Kreuz
Subsea, is reflective of our ongoing
commitment to further strengthen our
in-house capabilities and reduce
reliance on third-party contractors.”

Other operating income increased significantly by 63.6% or
US$13.7 million to US$35.2 million in FY2009 from US$21.5
million in FY2008 mainly from a US$33.1 million gain from the
disposal of vessels under the Group’s sale and leaseback strategy, as more vessels under this asset-light arrangement were
delivered during the year.
On a quarterly basis, Swiber reported a marginal gross profit
of US$0.2 million in FY2009, from a loss of US$12.3 million in
FY2008 due to a delay in vessel delivery in the fourth quarter
of FY2008.   

On the operating front, administrative expenses rose 10.6% to
US$31.0 million from US$28.0 million reflecting the ncreased

Revenue by Geography

“This renewed confidence from oil companies is expected to
spur exploration activities and we have positioned ourselves
well to capture these opportunities. New additions made to
our fleet will be sufficient to meet the needs of the current
order book and beyond.
The outstanding capital expenditure for new vessels is fully
backed by funding from sale and leaseback arrangements and
secured bank loans,” added Mr. Goh.
14 vessels were delivered in the course of FY2009 comprising 9
offshore vessels and 5 construction vessels. Going forward, the
Group will continue to focus on enhancing the strength and
quality of its fleet that will see Swiber own and operate 50 vessels by FY2011.

Revenue by Business Segment

Commenting on the momentum in 2010, Mr. Goh added:
“Swiber will remain focused on strengthening its geographical
presence and providing a fully integrated service to offshore
oil and gas operators. We are facing the next 12 months with
optimism with expansion largely in place, strong presence in
our key markets, strategic alliances with premier companies
and the awards of consortium works for EPCIC by oil and gas
operators in South Asia. At the same time, we will remain vigilant as we move forward.”

Order Book US$M
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2009 Annual Report:

Swiber is 1 Step Ahead
by: Irene Chong
       Senior Corporate Relations Executive

Numbers speak for themselves. They are pieces of facts that define what all else cannot define. They set the
parameters, the highs and the lows, the big and the small. They tell of our achievements, the distance we seek,
the lengths we leap.
This year’s Annual Report concept revolves around
numbers. Aside from the give-away section on financial
statements, which is comprised by, of course, numbers, the
use of numbers illustrate Swiber’s competitive strengths
and advantages, being a dynamic, high-capable, expanding,
and fully-equipped offshore O & G company.

1 Step Ahead
The main theme and title for this year is “1 Step Ahead”. By
expanding the scope of our expertise, and maintaining the
strength of our fleet, Swiber seeks to continually stay one
step ahead of its competition. Our strong commitment to
quality and the achievement of our corporate milestones
which we are constantly building up are proven testaments
that Swiber is always 1 Step Ahead.  

Engineering 4sight
Although foresight can only be proven with time, Swiber
has already begun to reap the rewards of some of its
recent key decisions. By identifying the potential for
increased efficiencies through structural reorganisation,
and consequently implementing the formation of 4 new
business divisions to supercede its previous 3, Swiber is
now better positioned to both meet and surmount the challenges ahead, with reliable, innovative and cost-efficient
strategies for its clients. With our geographical presence
that is continuously expanding, Swiber has been constantly
seeking for business opportunities and partnerships to build
up its 4sight.

Equipped to the 9s
This section talks about how well we are equipped and
geared in terms of assets and geographical presence. With
a fleet of 45 modern, sophisticated and versatile offshore
support vessels, Swiber possesses readily deployable
resources that it can mobilise at a moment’s notice to fulfill
its clients’ needs. And as part of its strategic expansion plans
to strengthen its geographical presence, Swiber has offices
set up in India, Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and
the Middle East.
Here’s to the team that has gone through tides and waves
to make this Annual Report possible, from choosing from a
sea of proposals, to fine-tuning streams of write ups, and

going through endless waves of proof-reading.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those who
have taken a great part in this endeavour, and without which
this Annual Report would not have been possible:
Thanks to our Executive Chairman and Group CEO Raymond
Goh, Group President and Deputy Group CEO Francis Wong,
and Group CFO Leonard Tay for overseeing this project from
initial planning down to the final product.  
To the Board of Directors, thank you for your enthusiasm
and inputs. These have certainly enriched the contents and
overall message we wish to convey in the Annual Report.
Thanks to our Executive Management, in particular, Nitish
Gupta, Darren Yeo, Jean Pers, and Kurush Contractor for the
feedbacks you have provided to this year’s AR. We truly
appreciate your guidance despite your very busy schedules.  
Thanks to our General Manager for Operations Roy Yap for
providing great photos at such short notice. Your response
to our request was truly “real time”.  
Thanks to our Senior Accounting Manager Shirley Tok,
Accountant Nikki Lee, and Corporate Finance Reporting
Manager Loh Chew Khoong for seeing through the
nitty-gritty of the financial numbers and corporate governance with patience and precision. These two sections have
been a challenge this year and you guys pulled it through.
Thanks to Senior Finance Manager Lina Megawati Jusuf and
Commercial Secretary Jocelyn Wong for the updates, to
Training Manager Kelly Chong, Corporate Communications
Executive Rizza Echarri, and OD Management Trainee Yenna
Feiri for being the “fresh eyes” in proofreading, and to all
those who have helped in one way or another, your assistance have certainly made a difference.
Thanks to our external partners, Metafusion and Citigate
Dewe Rogerson, our Graphics Design Agency and Investor
Relations Agency respectively and our photographer Chu
Ngee Heng  for capturing the essence of Swiber.
Quite a number of people has shared a piece of their time
in this Annual Report. And this number echoes 1 and the
same message,
“We are Swiber. We are 1 Team. We are 1 Step Ahead.”

View or download the 2009 Annual Report   at:  

http://swiber.listedcompany.com/misc/
ar2009.pdf
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A busy quarter...
New Swiber Engineering Ltd Subsidiaries

New Kreuz Subsea Pte Ltd Company in Brunei

Swiber Engineering Limited (“SEL”), a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Swiber Offshore Construction Pte. Ltd. (“SOC”), which is the whollyowned subsidiary of the Company, announced on April 23, 2010 that
it has incorporated two (2) wholly-owned subsidiary companies in
Singapore, known as “Samson Oceanic Pte. Ltd.” (“SOPL”) and “Bentley
Marine Pte. Ltd.” (“BM”).

The Board of Directors of Swiber Holdings Limited and together with its subsidiaries
announced the incorporation of a new company in Brunei on March 18,that Kreuz
Subsea Pte. Ltd. (“KS”), a 70%-owned subsidiary of Kreuz International Pte. Ltd. (“KI”),
which is the wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company, has subscribed for 99
shares of B$1.00 each, representing 99% equity interest in a company incorporated
in Brunei, known asKreuz Subsea (B) Sdn Bhd (“KSB”). Kreuz Subsea Limited (“KSL”), a
wholly-owned subsidiary of KS has subscribed the balance of 1 share of B$1.00 each,
representing 1% equity interest in KSB.

The principle activity of SOPL and BM is to engage in ownership, operating and chartering of vessels.

The principle activity of KSB is to provide subsea services.

New Swiber Marine (B) Sdn Bhd Company
Swiber announced on April 21, 2010 that Swiber Offshore Marine Pte. Ltd. (“SOM”),
the wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company, has subscribed for 99 shares of B$1.00
each, representing 99% equity interest in a company incorporated in Brunei, known
as Swiber Marine (B) Sdn Bhd (“SMB”). The Company has subscribed the balance of 1
share of B$1.00, representing 1% equity interest in SMB.
The principle activity of SMB is to provide offshore marine engineering, vessel chartering and crew management services.

New Swiber Offshore Construction Pte Ltd in Dubai
Swiber announced on April 21 2010 that Swiber Offshore Construction Pte.
Ltd. (“SOC”), a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company, has incorporated a
new wholly-owned subsidiary in Dubai, known as “Swiber Offshore
Middle East (FZE)” (“SOME”) with the initial issued and paid up
share capital of AED150,000.

Kick off meeting and Contract signing of
North Tapti Project
India, February 2010
Project Scope:
I Transportation, installation, hook-up and commissioning of NTP-1 Well
Platform (4 slots) and NTP2 well Platform (4 slots)
II Engineering, procurement, construction, installation and commissioning
of submarine pipelines
(well fluid line) and LA
Modifications

The principle activity of SOME is to provide marine offshore services.

L-R: Mr. AK Tewari, GM (MM) ONGC, Mr Nitish Gupta, CEO SOCS, Mr. Chris Hand, VP
Commercial, Lamprell and Mr. KG Remesh, VP Swiber India

New Kreuz Offshore Marine Pte Ltd in Australia
Kreuz Offshore Marine Pte. Ltd. (“KOM”), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Kreuz
International Pte. Ltd. (“KI”), which is the wholly-owned subsidiary of the
Company announced on April 23, 2010 that it has incorporated a new whollyowned subsidiary known as “Kreuz Offshore (Australia) Pty Ltd” (“KOA”) in
Australia.
The principle activity of KOA is to provide offshore marine support services.

Swiber Brunei Sponsors
Tennis Tournament
Swiber Brunei sponsored the Men’s and
Ladies Doubles Tennis Tournament 2010
held at Panaga Club Seria from April 11-17.  
This year’s tournament attracted a record
participants of 28 pairs for Men and 26 for
Women.  Brunei Shell Petroleum (BSP) MD
Mr. Grahaeme Henderson and his wife Ann
Marie were amongst those taking part.
Swiber Brunei VP Mr. Joseph Chen was
present during
the awarding
ceremony held
on April 17.  

Singapore’s Top 100 Brands

Role of Brands
in Driving
Enterprise Value
“Brands create value
by shifting both the
demand and
supply curves.  On
the demand side they
influence consumer
behaviour leading to
greater trial, improved
frequency of use,
increased loyalty and
a willingness to pay
a price premium.  On
the supply side, strong
brands can attract better talent, influence
terms of trade, and
even reduce the cost
of capital.”

Definition of
Intangible Assets
“An identifiable
non-monetary
asset without
physical substance held
for yse in the
production
or supply of
goods or services, for rental
to others, or
for administrative purposes.”
- Singapore Financial Reporting Standard
(FRS) 38.

SWYBER
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Swiber Named in Singapore’s Top 100 Brands
Swiber continues to ascend the ranks
of the nation’s “Top 100 Brands” in
the Brand Finance’s Annual Report
of “Singapore’s Intangible Assets
and Brands 2010.” Up from 76th
(2009) to 62nd slot this year, Swiber
received an AA- Brand Rating with a
Brand Value of SGD73 million .
These are the results of an annual
study of primarily SGX-listed entities
and brands conducted by Brand Finance, a world leading independent
intangible asset and brand valuation
firm.
Recognizing the important role that
intangible assets play in achieving
sustainable competitive advantage,
Swiber passionately strives to push
for a reputation of first class
competency in providing offshore
EPIC and marine support services in
the offshore oil and gas industry, and
an emotionally excellent culture that
cares for its people, the
community and the environment.
The Swiber brand is synonymous with
Excellence, Safety and Value with a
steady commitment to the core
values of Trust, Respect, Affirmation
Determination and Excellence.

Long before Swiber successfully clinched strings of major projects, the Da Li Hao has been
a prized asset among the company’s fleet of vessels.  With the highest lifting capacity of
2500MT, DLH has enjoyed that distinction for a very long time.  It may have gone ahead in
years but still, it continues to do wonders in accomplishing the arduous projects we have
offshore.
Today, Da li hao is mobilized in Brunei to work on the Selangkir Iron Duke Development
Project (SKID) for Brunei Shell Petroleum in Brunei.
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2009 Hari Raya

complete on that shift.   Most importantly, a rundown of what everyone should look out for are being discussed.   This exercise helps
to keep the crew on top of the situation and fully cognizant of safety
hazards and preventing it.

Da Li Hao Crew
Teamwork
The Da Li Hao crew pride themselves
in their teamwork.   It is clearly evident
in the execution of projects where they
are mobilized to.  Everyone are well appraised of individual tasks and are capable of completing it.   The all-Chinese
marine crew and the barge crew work
well together.  The marine crew showed
a commendable willingness to learn by
always giving their full cooperation.  
This teamwork and cooperation was
clearly in display as my request for a
group shot was quickly organized.  They
were surprisingly quick to comply regardless of rank and position.
Safety
Safety is paramount in Da Li Hao.  In the
inaugural awarding of Swiber’s Gems
last December 2009, Da Li Hao was recognized with the Pearl Gem for Cause
No Harm Award “for outstanding service
and for upholding the corporate philosophy of Cause No Harm.”
“It was definitely well-deserved!” DLH
Barge Superintendent Mr. Dickie Jones
proudly stated in reference to the award.
There are several HSE campaigns in
place:
-  Hands and Fingers Injury Prevention
        Campaign
- SMILE campagin where everyone
        actively participates in commend
        ing safe acts and correcting the
        unsafe ones,
- Space Audits

2009 Christmas

Family

Charles Thankachan, Andrew Gist and Clinton Grant

        which is an
“ i nte r- d e p a r tmental” auditting of work
areas

The list of
Office for the Client
programs being
implemented abound
at Da li hao as with
all the other Swiber
vessels but under the
leadership of Barge
Superintendent Mr. Richard
Jones, the highest
commitment to safety of all
the Da li hao crew made all
the difference!
Nobody conducts the
toolbox talks with the same
gusto and passion
like Mr. Jones!   In
these pre-shift talks,
the supervisors tell
everyone what is
going to happen and
the work that they
are supposed to

Dr Sanjay Powle

Working alongside each other for quite
some time definitely has its merits but
the Da Li Hao crew has taken this to another level with the degree of respect
and cammaraderie   which is evident
for anyone to see.
The Supervisors take extra care to
know the new crews and to take them
under their wing and help them adjust
faster and perform better.

2010 Chinese New Year

Da Li Hao
Vessel Specifications
General Particulars

Operator Swiber Offshore Construction Pte Ltd
Year Build 1980
Flag / Port of Registry Liberia/Monrovia
Class Indian Registry of Shipping (IRS)
GRT / NRT 11706 Tons / 3512 Tons

We are yet to see an official holiday
without photos of the smiling faces
taken from a Da Li Hao celebration.  
Their Admin is always one of the first to Principal Dimensions
respond when requested with pictures Length Overall 328.1 ft (100.00m)
Width 124.7 ft (38.00m)
for publish on our newsmagazine.
Undoubtedly, these men are not just
colleagues but rather more of a family.

Excellence
The skilled kitchen crew

The gym

Accommodation

Da Li Hao has completed more projects than most vessels in the Swiber
fleet.   Prior to any major decisions to
be made, DLH management would sit
down with the client and discuss it with
them.      
With no less than 8 nationalities onboard at any given time communication can sometimes be challenging but
with the right attitude and leadership,
Da li hao sails on full speed ahead!

Depth 9.00m
Towing Draft 3.51m
Operating 5.2m (average), 6.89m (max. when
2500T load)
Displacement 12127T (when sail), 18786T (when
2500T load)

Main Crane

Main Crane Make IHI
Type Pedestal Crane
Boom Length 56m (to main hook) +
6.77m (to Aux. hook) + 9.865m

Lifting Capabilities

- Main (Fixed) 2500MT (R=35m - 45m, to center),
920MT (R=64m)
- Main (Revolving) 500MT (R=35m)
- Auxiliary 200MT (R=38.7m - 56.3m), 80MT
(R=70.8m)
- Whip 20MT

Helideck

Super Puma / S61
Auxiliary Crane
Type Pedestal (1 no.)
Capacity 10MT
Crawler (optional) 180 MT

Anchor and Mooring System

Anchors Type 8 x 7T Flipper Delta Anchor
Winches Type Central Control
Winches Capacity 30 MT
Wire Size 52mm Diameter
Length 1000m

Deck Loading Capacity

Working Deck Area 1000 M2
Deck Load 500MT
Thrusters IHI Duckpeller, DP25,
1000HP x 750 RPM (2 sets)

Auxiliary Equipment

Main Generators 1200kW x 2, 470kW x 2, 300kW
x1
Compressors 900 CFM
Life Raft 472 Persons Capacity
Rescue Boat Two FRP boats on both sides fitted
With diesel engine
Fire Fighting Equipment Electrical Fire Pump-02,
Diesel driven
Engine pump-1, fire extinguishers – 14 x 9LT H2O &
24 x 5LT CO2
Water Sprinkler System Available

Accommodation Nos.
Compliments 236 men

Tanks Capacity

Fuel Oil 704 Tons
Fresh Water 848 Tons
Ballast Water 6648.8 Tons
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New Employee Orientation for Swiber Neophytes
Since late 2009, Swiber HQ has been conducting a quarterly New
Employees Orientation (NEO) that complements the requisite
orientation procedures that our new employees usually go
through during their first days at their new job. This year’s first
NEO was held last 25 March 2010 with a total of 30 new
employees in attendance.
The half-day program started with a rousing message from no
less than the Executive Chairman himself, Mr. Raymond Goh.
Starting with the context that everyone has his own story to tell,
he candidly and from the heart, shared the Swiber story.  

What better way to
easily adapt to new
workplaces than to
make friends?

His unique perspective in relating Swiber’s history and its
continuing stellar growth was truly inspirational and had
everyone in rapt attention.  He exhorted all those present to
“enjoy and live their dream” in Swiber, to have a positive vision
of the future. One by one, he talked about the Senior
Management, underlining his friendhips with each and shared
about their synergistic leadership styles. CFO Leonard Tay was
also on hand to meet the newcomers.
Training Manager Kelly Chong, HR Ass’t. Manager Ng Siew Chern
and IT Manager Goh Lip Hiong then took turns in elaborating the
company’s organization structure, HR matters and IT security
issues respectively. The orientation was capped by a buffet
lunch, which afforded our new colleagues more time to get to
know each other better.   
Once again, a warm Swiber welcome to our new colleagues who
joined us in December 2009 – March 2010.

Which better time to
know each
other than
over lunch?

The employees were welcomed by none other than
the Executive
Chairman and Group CEO
Mr. Goh himself.

“

“

Swiber is no longer about the company. It is no longer about the institution. Swiber
is no longer just a place where you work but is a fusion of lives. Lives that depend
on one another, count on one another in times of difficulties, count on one another
and celebrate together in times of triumph and victory!
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-Raymond Goh

Inside My Swiber
My Swiber underwent a major revamp and was launched anew on March 31, 2010.  The
“cleaner” look stemmed from the current Swiber website design tweaked just right to
cater to internal needs.

The homepage highlights the Mission, Vision and
TRADEmark values of Swiber, an apt reminder of
what Swiber stands for.  
The main menu lists News and Updates,  HSE, HR,
Training, Room Booking, Resources and Facilities.  
Special tabs on the topmost part includes Home,
Mediahub, Forum and Our Directory.

The News and Updates page contains the most recent announcements, press releases and community news.  It also
has a space alloted for posters of upcoming events, holiday
greetings and other “advertisements.”   If you have any announcement, don’t hesitate to email it to bandi.puneela@
swiber.com or echarri.rizza@swiber.com

The HSE page is home to our corporate philosophy of Cause No
Harm.  It contains  QHSE and QMS downloads.  It higlights the
thought provoking and introspecting CNH and the motivating
Flash of Inspiration articles both penned by our highly cerebral
Advisor to the BOD, Mr. Rick Pursell.  These articles are also published in the monthly newsmagazine.

The HR page is where you go if you want to know the new face
who stood beside you on the lift this morning.  Constantly updated by the HR group, this page introduces the new Swiberites, job
vacancies, and organizational charts.
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Continuously arming you with the right tools to maximize
your potential in Swiber, the fourth page is alloted for Training.   It includes the training calendar and directory.   Here,
you can view and get acquainted with the courses available
to take and upgrade yourself.  It has a link to the Emotional
Excellence articles also written by Mr. Rick Pursell.

Making sure you gain full accomodation of the conference room for
that very important meeting, the fifth tab on the intranet is solely dedicated to room bookings.  “Chope - ing with tissue packs is
strictly not allowed!

The Resources page as the name suggests is a wealth of important downloadable documents and softwares for everyone.   It branches out into
four submenus namely: Official Forms, Policies, Vessel Specifications and
Software downloads.  

The Facilities page enumerates the impressive amenities available for
use by all Swiberites.  Mind you, we aren’t just  talking about your hohum pantries here.  These are lounge areas with free lunch, books,
boardgames, the works!   

The Mediahub is a collection of internal event photos, newsmagazines and videos.  All  files are downloadable.  Moreover, any Swiberite can also upload their own wholesome videos here.

The Forum section was reset to a clean slate.  
Everyone is welcome to raise any topic for discussion and also post a reply.

Last but not the least is Our Directory.    Profiles
of all Swiberites are just a few clicks away.   

With at least one new posting or announcement every week, My Swiber aims to reflect
the dynamics of our company and to connect you with the rest of the Swiber
community!

Swiber joins HR Day 2010

Swiber Holdings Ltd
presents
WalktheTalk with

ITE College
1 March 2010
Swiber Human Resource, OD and HSE
teams joined Singapore Human Resources
Institute (SHRI) in the celebration of HR Day
2010 on 1 March at  the ITE College East.  
With the theme “Go Green, Stay Productive and Be Innovative!”, the discussion was
centered on the HR’s role in raising national
productivity and going green.  It was an interesting insight into some of the more employee
engaging initiatives that the HR department
of various organizations implement to
further their roles beyond mere personnel
recruitment.  

The first of its kind
here, HR Day will be
held every 1 March of
the year and will see
various interesting and
exciting activities put
together to spur the
innovativeness and creativity of HR
practitioners, people managers and
leaders.  

The program started by successfully setting
a Record of Algorithm March for Singapore
Book of Records.

Guest Speaker: Nick Vujicic
Date:
Time:
Venue:
		
		

29 June 2010
4:00pm
#12 International Business Park
Cyberhub@IBP Building
Singapore 609920

Top photo back row L-R: Irene, Kelly, Rizza of OD, Ms.
Zhong Hui and Jeri of KSE, Marcia and Lynn  
Front row L-R: Yenna and Tboop of OD, Mandy (HR),
Karina (HSE), Siew Chern (HR) and Ayukki (HSE)
Bottom photo: Recitation of HR pledge

Whipping Up the
Swiber Gym into Shape
The Swiber gym was
given a minor make over
to accomodate a wider
range of weight loss
regimen which some
might prefer over excercise equipments.   Yes
folks, we’re talking about
some serious movements
here as a wide selection of
kickbox aerobics, hip hop
dance, body combat DVDs
and more are now available for use at the gym.  To enable this, A 42”
TV was installed which also comes with news
channels so you can still be in the know while
burning those calories away.  
The trusted exercise equipments are still
available for use to aid you in your fitness goals.  
The gym instructor is present every Wednesdays and Thursdays from 6 - 8:00 pm.  
Come and sweat it off at the Swiber Gym!  Open
House coming soon so watch out for it!  
Getting that lean mean fighting machine physique has never been more fun in Swiber!   
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Meet Nick Vujicic... Born in 1982 in Melbourne, Australia, without any medical
explanation or warning, Nicholas Vujicic came into the world with neither arms
or legs.  Little did anyone know that this beautiful limbless baby would one day
be someone who would inspire and motivate people from all walks of life,
touching lives all over the world.  
Nick is the president of an international non-profit organization, and also has his
own motivational speaking company; Attitude Is Altitude. Since his first
motivational speaking engagement back when he was 19, Nick has traveled
around the world, sharing his story with millions of people, speaking to a
range of different groups such as students, teachers, youth, business men and
women, entrepreneurs, and church congregations of all sizes.   He has also told
his story and been interviewed on various televised programs worldwide.
This year alone Nick is set to speak in over 20 countries.

Schedule of Talks in Singapore
June 29, 2010
12:30-1:30pm  - North View Primary School
4:00pm
     - Swiber Holdings Ltd
June 30, 2010
11:45-12:45pm - Christ Church Secondary
  1:30-2:30pm   - Fu Chun Secondary
			

Balancing IQ

Cause No Harm
and CSR

We have learnt from Prof Leonard Yong that there are two
primary intelligences – one that measures our intelligence
quotient (IQ) or how smart we are, and the other, emotional
intelligence (EQ), how we manage our own and others feelings
and emotions. To my mind, both of these qualities are needed
to become a well balanced human being, able to function well
in relationships, at work, play and home.
Our IQ permits us to make informed decisions that are well
thought out, analysed, planned and executed. Decisions based
on EQ come from the heart and add the “human factor” to our
lives, such as caring, compassion and love.

Cause No Harm is a perfect fit with
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and
Emotional Excellence, both of which we
as a company have been applying – in
Padang, Indonesia, Ketsana in the
Philippines and more recently, through a
donation to help the victims of the
earthquake in Haiti.

heart. This is what we have evolved to
as a company and the individuals that fill
our ranks. This is an indicator of where
we are as a responsible, caring company
that puts people before profits. This has
earned us the awards over the years and
more recently, acknowledged as one of
Singapore’s Top Brands.
Medical Mission to Ketsana victims in Philippines

Think about this – we could not have done
this without
your caring,
c o o p e ra t i o n
Selflessly giving from the
heart is the domain of Cause and commitment and I saNo Harm and Emotional
lute you all!!

If you were a Physicist working on a new form of rocket
propulsion for a new shuttle and landing craft into outer space,
you would need a lot of IQ to fathom out the mathematics,
trajectory, fuel consumption, landing spot, stresses, re-entry
heat, etc, etc. You probably would need more IQ than EQ, right
up until the time you needed to engage with others on the
project, to solicit their co-operation. Without EQ, you would
come across as cold and calculating, without understanding

EQ

and caring and most probably, get off side with the other
members.
Conversely, if you were heaped in EQ, demonstrably caring and
a loving person, but had absolutely no idea what the project
was about, couldn’t calculate simple maths, or work out
adequate fuel consumption and the myriad of things it takes
for the project to be a success, then you too would falter and
fail.
It is all a question of balance; balancing our IQ and EQ to form
an intelligent person, filled with caring, compassion and love.
When you work on both, we all win – so don’t leave home
without your IQ and your EQ!!

Rick

Rick Pursell
HSE Advisor to the Board of Directors		

Where exactly does this come from?

Some might say from
our CEO,
Raymond Goh, or
from the Accounting Department or
Excellence
people from HSE, or
Keep applying
maybe the Developthe principles
ment Team, or the
compassionate individuals who dipped of Cause No Harm, stay in your heart and
into their pockets and made a donation we will all continue to win and grow this
and you would be right, it did come from company to its
Vision
them, but more specifically, it came from current
and
beyond.
their hearts.
Selflessly giving from the heart is the
domain of Cause No Harm and
Emotional Excellence.  Caring for
others beyond ourselves, making
sacrifices in order to help those in need,
rising to the occasion where service to
others is paramount, doing the “right
thing” by ourselves and others, nurturing
the environment and thinking about the
future generations that will follow in our
footsteps. These are the mark of
awareness, responsibility and an open

A Flash of Inspiration

Getting in the Zone
Medical Mission to Earthquake victims in Padang

Tallyho!!!

Talk to any athlete and they will tell
you that once they break the pain
barrier (not the sound barrier!!),
there is a sensation of ease and
connectedness, that makes the task
seem almost effortless. It’s definitely
a physical sensation and a desirable
state to be in, especially if you are a
long distance athlete like a
marathoner, cross-country runner or
bike rider.
There is another zone and that is
available to us - the mental zone –
a state of effortlessness, calm and
peacefulness.

Rick

Rick Pursell
HSE Advisor
to the BOD

So how do you get in the mental
zone? There is a way and it has been
experienced by many, many people.
Postcard sent from Haiti

When we totally surrender to this moment, accepting exactly what is occur-

ring right here and now, without any
resistance whatsoever, a
remarkable phenomenon occurs. The
mind gives up fighting against the situation and with absolute ease, accepts
what is occurring with no resistance, no
rejection and no judgment.

Not at all, it still gives us the freedom
to be, do and have whatever we choose
(there’s that word again!) in our lives
and to take action if we feel so moved.
We are just not doing it under the stress
of resistance and non-acceptance.

Working, playing and living in this
mental zone of acceptance and
When we fight against reality, it is liknon-resistance, is a wonderful peaceful
ened to swimming upstream against
and harmonious way to live.
the current, battling the forces and direction of the water, we soon become
exhausted and despairing. When we
Give it a try; you have nothing to lose,
except your self-created stress!!
surrender and let go our resistance,
turn and go with the flow, the stream
carries us effortlessly along. Our compulsive need to be in control of every
waking moment, is a major contributor
         Rick Pursell
to our stress.
         HSE Advisor to the Board of Directors  

Rick

Does this mean we just lie down and let
everyone walk over us like a doormat,
or become a passive spectator to life?
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It's Great to be...

EE Trainings

“

“

Studies have revealed that people with high EQ are often the most successful in their personal
lives as well as in their careers…

Ferdie Lopez

(Excerpt from the Introduction of the “Emotional Excellence in the Workplace” book by Prof. Leonard Yong)

planning engineer

Baby Girl Vanessa Claudio-Lopez
Date of Birth: Jan 25, 2010

Emotional Excellence Review
Trainer: Professor Leonard Yong
International Consultant and
Educational Psychologist
March 9 2010

Jahidul Hassan
Planner, socs

Date:
Wife:

21 December 2009
Hasmin Aktar

                   “It is a new beginning, it is a new life and she is like a
candle in my cold dark winter night. She gives me spirit
and cheering me up all the time.

Emotional Excellence Training II
for Admin and Executives Batch 2
Trainer: Kelly Chong
Training Manager
March 19, 2010

Emotional Excellence Training I
for Admin and Executives Batch 10
Trainer: Kelly Chong
Training Manager
April 9, 2010

Claudette Dionisio-Estabillo
HSE Executive

Date:
Husband:

20 March 2010
Ronald Estabillo

“What I feel about my marriage is expressed most
appropriately in David Pomeranz’s song “Born for You”  
The lyrics goes:

Emotional Excellence Training
Emotional Excellence Training II
for Admin and Executives Batch 3
Trainer: Kelly Chong
Training Manager
April 23, 2010

Trainer: Professor Leonard Yong
International Consultant and
Educational Psychologist

“It’s as if the powers of the universe conspired to make
you mine
And as the years go by
Until the day I die
I bless the day that I was born for you”

April 26-27, 2010
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Swiber Offshore Marine

India Office
Tulika Chakraborty,

Liang Choon Kiang, Alex,

Project Secretary

Senior IT Executive

Swiber Offshore Construction
Ravi Vairav Nath,
Procurement Director

Kreuz Offshore Marine
Mohamed Raharahmudi
Bin Mohamed Kassim,

March - April 2010

Operation Executive, Operations

Neo Peck Juan, Sheena,

Shashank R. Karnik,

PA to Group President &
Deputy Group CEO

Ang Sok Leng, Serene,
Secretary, Corporate Services

Catering Administrative
Assistant, Catering

Kulkarni Purushottam
Bhushan,

Ng Yeow Chong,

Siddhi Arun Patil,

IT Assistant, IT

Proposal Coordinator

Loh Chew Khoong,

New Swiberites

Senior Project Manager

Project Engineer

Lim Xiang Bao,

Mettu Jaya Deep Reddy,

Corporate Financial Reporting
Manager, Corporate Services

Project Coordinator

Kreuz Shipbuilding
and Engineering

Cabuhat Raydee Fabia,

Reena Jamwal,
Administrative Executive

Field Engineer

Ferrer Vanessa Villanueva,
Project Secretary

Pendkar Ganapathi,
Senior Welding Engineer
cum Project QA/QC Coordinator

Mohd Johan Matsom,
Proposal Coordinator

Sameer Abhay Kamra,
Project Engineer

Kreuz Subsea

QHSE Executive

Shashi Bhushan,
Operations Engineer

Mihindukulasuriya Marcus
George Quintus Perera,

Lidiyea Uma Dennis,

Kreuz International
Tay Xiangyun, Tiffany,

Principia Asia Pacific
Engineering

Post Fixture/Contract
Executive, Marketing

Consultant

Swiber Engineering
Jadhav Amit Arvind,
Project Engineer

Mikail Muhamad,

Wong Kum Seng, Joshua,

Structural Engineer

Senior Marketing Executive,
Marketing

Rodil Ruel Marquez,
Structural Designer

Mohamed Yasin Bin Mohamed Ibrahim Hanifa,

Planning Engineer

Afran Hj Bahar,
Catering Coordinator

Faizora Binti Juhari,
Procurement Assistant

Crewing Executive, Crewing

Brunei Office
Dayang Rosita Bte Awang
Haji Tuah,
HSE Technical Assistant

Norina Alina Bte Abdul
Malik,

Hj Shahnizam Bin Hj Noorhashim,
HSE Coordinator

Aldon Peter Yapp Teck
Leong,
HSE Trainee Officer

Loo Bei Bei,
HR Executive

Izzul Imaduddin Bin Hamzah,
Trainee Construction
Supervisor

Aaron Gareth Boyd,
Trainee Construction
Supervisor

Chai Kao Wen, Peter,
Fabrication Coordinator

Kuan Ming Hung,
Field Engineer

Zunainah Binti Haji Assan,
Assistant Labour / Immigration Liaison Officer

Wan Mahdi,
Driver

Julkrishna Binti Junit,
Ahmed Aly Moussa Afify,

Receptionist

Project Director

KL Office

Saifulrudin Bin Sahri,
Driver

Lee Shu Hau, Terry,
Meidya Ariandiny,

SAP ABAP Executive, IT

Office Cleaner

Tommy Handoyo,
Finance Executive

Suresh Subashini,

Errol C Penaflor,

Accountant

Neil Mothersdale,
Construction Manager

Nuur Atiqah Binti Benjimin,
Logistic Clerk

Aimi Syahirah Bte Hj Sali,

Structural Engineer
Wan Safri Bin Wan Raduan,
IT Technician

Assistant Document Controller

Saravanan Ganeshan,
Marine Estimator
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Shot of the Month

The Da Li Hao Crew, Photo taken on 26 March 2010 before they set off for Brunei

www.swiber.com

